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Swindon Borough Council employees
have been using a Shared Drive stored on
a local environment for documentation
and collaboration. The business leaders
were notified there were multiple
pathways to access specific data. This
would not be suitable to maintain long-
term nor would it be manageable for new
employees as part of the on-boarding
process. It was clear that the existing
system was overly complex, and the
hierarchical structure made it
challenging for end-users to maintain
and collaborate effectively. 

With a remote workforce comes the
added concern of security. It is crucial for
any government organisation to have the
appropriate security levels. As part of the
shared area, it’s important that each and
every employee can access the
appropriate data. The Council felt that
the existing local Shared Drive structure
does not have the level of control it would
like to have to support a dynamic
business. This led to problems with
version control, document authoring and
documents being shared through email.
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Swindon Borough Council was using a
local Shared Drive to save files and
collaborate. With a now remote
workforce, it is critical to have a cloud-
based environment for all employees
with sufficient levels of security and
customisation for classification on
documentation. 
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Office 365 Security and Compliance -
The Security and Compliance Centre
within Microsoft365 (M365) is designed
to manage all compliance features
across all M365 applications. Linking to
SharePoint and Exchange features to
bring together the complete stack of
Microsoft compliance capabilities. 

Microsoft Teams - Microsoft Teams is
the cloud-based collaboration software
that enables messaging, calling, video
meetings, and file sharing.

SharePoint Online - SharePoint Online
is the collection of cloud and web-
based technologies that allows storage,
sharing, and management of digital
information in a collaborative way. 

To provide peace of mind and a secure
platform, risual deployed communications
and collaborations applications to help
achieve the desired goals:

“risual was able to help validate our approach and provide

us with some key lessons learnt from their experience.

Their advice and support has been paramount to the

success of planning and implementation”. 

Tracy Arnold
Project Manager at Swindon Borough Council 
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Data anywhere at any time - Using
SharePoint Online, the Council can
work from anywhere at any time and
on any device. Moving into the cloud
enables employees to work flexibly
without being reliant on local
networks. 

Cloud security - End-user roles and
permissions can now be configured
globally. Roles can now be tailored on
a need-to-know basis and access
granted for individuals working on
specific projects. 

Keeping organised - Ability to tag files
with metadata and retention labels,
making searching easy and simple.
Critical documents now carry alert
tags to reduce operational processes. 

Remain up to date - Business critical
documents can now be stored and
searched securely. 

At the end of the engagement, the
Council will see numerous benefits
including access to crucial data
anywhere and at any time, along with
trusted security management.
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Collaboration - SharePoint online
enables multiple employees to work
on a single document at the same
time.

Business automation - Much of the
Council’s work will be automated
using a sophisticated analysis tool. 

Control - Document version control
can now be accessed by all end-
users providing the ability to restore
previous versions and update current
versions alike. 

Looking into the future, Swindon
Borough Council has chosen risual as its
Microsoft 365 Support Partner and will
continue to work together and invest in
digital transformation.  


